
SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH HACKS

MATURING STRATEGIC PLANNING 
FOR HIGH-GROWTH BUSINESSES



On more than one occasion, we have had a portfolio company reach budget season and exhibit  
feelings ranging from reluctance to hostility as it relates to strategic planning: “I’ve never ‘planned,’  
and have made it this far in revenue. Why plan, when it’s worked out for me so far?” 

For a lot of companies in this situation, the question is somewhat understandable – if it ain’t broke, 
don’t fix it… right? 

On the contrary, we find that effectiveness of strategic planning can ultimately make or break a  
business, particularly after it reaches a certain revenue threshold (commonly $20M+ revenue).  
What may have worked in the past isn’t necessarily an applicable solution in the future. After a  
company gets large enough, strategic planning becomes an integral part of annual business  
alignment, forecasting, and long-term execution. Companies that know how to conduct this  
process well tend to be the most proactive, agile, focused, and effective.

Strong planning processes can yield great ROI – accelerating growth through improved performance 
across a range of areas including: 

•  Increased alignment across stakeholders/leadership, company functions, and board 

•  Space for difficult conversations around critical tradeoffs

•  Improved agility and scenario planning

•  Better focus on 2-3 strategic priorities (vs in-the-weeds tactical items or laundry list)

Successful planning requires focus and buy-in across the executive leadership team (ELT) and board. 
This piece will describe what a strategic planning process looks like for a growth company and will  
clarify the conditions that need to be met to increase effectiveness of strategic planning, as well as  
delineate the process.

ABOUT SGE 
Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by bootstrapped  

entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure,  

as well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs  

with the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 

peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 

considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you 
or the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure 
the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate 
thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including 
incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized 
analysis. Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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Some helpful definitions

•   BHAG: Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal. A singular and quantifiable stretch goal that requires a major 

commitment. An example BHAG: Achieve $X ARR by [YEAR] and be cashflow positive.

•   Big Bet: a bet to be explored for investment that can create meaningful revenues and change in 

a company’s growth curve in the next 18-36 months. A big bet is typically not under the normal 

course of operations; it can be about new markets, new products, or business model changes.

•   Budgeting: time allocated to annually forecast KPIs, set goals, understand employees/resources 

needed, then present to and gain alignment with the board

•   ELT: Executive Leadership Team

•   KPIs: Key Performance Indicators

•   Strategic Offsite: an event within strategic planning, when the ELT evaluates the company’s 

vision and strategy for the next 3-5 years

•   Strategic Planning: planning that informs business direction, which drives resource allocation, 

medium-term roadmap, and long-term differentiation

•   SWOT analysis: analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats

•   TAM: Total Addressable Market

Strategic planning has been so valuable in ensuring 
the business doesn’t waste time and energy on 
activities that aren’t going to advance the business 
direction. Planning ensures we are all aligned and  
not pulling in different directions.” 
– MAIREAD MAHER, VP OF MARKETING, POPPULO

“
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How does strategic planning fit into my 
company's annual calendar?

Strategic planning is an important complement to any company’s budget cycle. Planning typically 
kicks off at the beginning of Q2 and flows through the year, culminating in the end of year budget. 
The entire point of strategic planning is to agree on a strategy that informs resource allocation, 
priorities, and initiatives that need to be executed over the medium term to ensure a company’s 
success and long-term differentiation.

To make the most of your budgeting, strategic planning periods, and strategic offsite, the team should 
be laying the groundwork by preparing in advance. Assuming your fiscal year begins in January, 
we typically recommend the cycle below – with strategic planning running through Q3, when the 
strategic offsite is typically conducted – for a few reasons:

•   Long-range planning informs budget (on both revenue and expense sides) and resourcing

•   Forces difficult conversations prior to budgeting process

•   Allows you to get your board bought into a long-term plan, setting guardrails for budgeting

•   Gives room for adjustments in the business during Q4 based on actual business performance

•   Prepares the business for execution during the next year

As the founder of a company that was trying 
to change things in our small corner of the 
world, I found that aligning the team around 
that distinctive vision and soaking in what 
that means for day-to-day execution choices, was the 
real benefit of any strategy exercise.” 
– CHANDRAN SANKARAN, CEO & FOUNDER, ZYME SOLUTIONS

“
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How does strategic planning fit into my 
company's annual calendar?

STEP ACTIONS OWNER 

Create strategy  
foundation

Determine the process  
(e.g. milestones) Strategy  

ownerConduct market research*

Begin researching potential big bets

Establish BHAG hypothesis CEO

Conduct  
preliminary  
strategic  
session(s)

Discover and vetting of big bets

Continued market research

Management-wide deep-dive and 
session

Product roadmap considerations

Hold ELT  
strategic  
offsite

CEO shares final BHAG  
(statement of choice) Strategy  

ownerEstablish overarching agenda and  
offsite objectives

Socialize data to inform big bet  
funneling and strategic initiatives CFO,  

strategy 
ownerCreate 3-5 year plan and initiatives to 

support BHAG

Review  
with  
Board

Begin budget and board prep

CFOResource planning (e.g. org, budget)

Prep company communication

Finalize  
budget  
and KPIs

Finalize and present budget;  
gain board approval CEO, 

CFO,  
BoardSet KPIs and distribute to  

initiative leaders

Operationalize  
and  
communicate

Communicate BHAG and initiatives  
to other managers

CEO

Conduct Sales Kick-Off (SKO)
CEO,  
Revenue 
Leader

Conduct all-hands with entire  
organization

CEO

Begin to execute prioritized initiatives
Initiative 
leaders

Set up quarterly meetings to track  
initiative progress versus milestone,  
increase/maintain/ stop investment

Strategy 
owner
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*  Consider breaking this out into different rows, if multiple people are owning the different types of  
market research analysis (TAM, competitive landscape, M&A, etc.)
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In an ideal state, your company already has this cycle in place, and as such, the required resources, 
“muscle,” structure for cadence and accountability, etc. Ideally, the cycle is regular, proactive, and 
expected. The longer a business planning & forecasting structure is in place, the more smoothly 
it is run, and the less disruptive it is to “business as usual.” This owner should ultimately own and 
orchestrate the end-to-end process.

However, we recognize that many companies aren’t well-oiled to this extent. Having the foresight, 
capacity, and dedicated strategy owner (to ensure preparation and carry-out) can be incredibly 
difficult. In such cases, the strategic process may not fall in a cadence as delineated in the model. 
Even so, start to add structure and definition – don’t let perfection stand in the way of progress.

What warrants strategic planning? Some common catalysts:

•   Moving up-market

•   Jump-starting growth

•   Considering moving into a new vertical/adjacency

•   Significantly increasing your product/service differentiation versus a crowded competitive landscape

•   Substantial changes in leadership team (e.g. new CRO, CFO)

•   Lack of longer-term framing on where you want your business to be (with concrete timing)

•   Pivoting the business model

•   Achieving $20M+ of revenue

How does strategic planning fit into my 
company's annual calendar?

If strategic planning is done right…the budget largely  
builds itself. In the past, our budget season was 
fairly reactive – look at this year's performance and 
juice it up a little for next year – and it was often a 
scramble. Now that we are making strategy decisions earlier 
in the year, then making org structure decisions; by the time 
we get to budget season, the major decisions are already 
made. In a sense, the budget is built as we go.” 
– JAMES SKIDMORE, VP STRATEGY, ORDERMYGEAR

“
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Who is responsible?

Ownership for planning and forecasting processes can vary depending on the capabilities of a 
company’s Executive Leadership Team (ELT) members. Most commonly, the budget process is owned 
by the CFO; strategic planning is owned by either the head of product, COO, head of strategy, or 
chief of staff. This owner should ultimately own and orchestrate the end-to-end process.

Which of these people ends up with the responsibility depends on 1) who the CEO tends to go to 
for strategic matters, 2) who understands how to manage the exercise around market/competitive 
analysis versus company differentiation/roadmap and 3) who has the personal bandwidth and 
political gravitas to run this kind of exercise with the team. For a successful process, it ultimately 
matters that there is a single point of accountability.

Even with a single point of accountability, everyone owns this journey! As shown on step 
two of the business planning and forecasting cycle (preliminary strategic sessions), the entire 
management team should participate in the process. While the Process Owner (e.g. CFO) may 
do a bulk of the heavy lifting – organizing, baseline research, etc., every executive should own a 
portion of the prep work – brainstorming, research, analysis, discussions, and execution.

This person isn’t making the strategy decisions 
in the company, but someone needs to be 
designated to this role to lead the team through 
the process.” 
– JAMES SKIDMORE, VP STRATEGY, ORDERMYGEAR

“
WHO RESPONSIBILITIES & DESCRIPTION

CEO
•   Ultimate decision maker
•   Works closely with strategy owner
•   Determines BHAG

Strategy owner

•   Individual owner
•   Primary responsibility for orchestrating and success of strategic planning process
•   Can be a variety of people depending on the organization (VP of Strategy, CFO, 

Chief Product Officer, etc.)
•   Communicator
•   Typically not the final decision-maker

Core strategy team

•   Strategic working group
•   Typically ELT
•   Must include head of finance, product, and a business analyst
•   Contributes data, analysis, big bets, initiatives, and other thinking to drive the  

strategic planning process and offsite
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Executive strategic planning - how does it work?

Strategic planning can follow a clear process (i.e. steps 1-3 on the diagram below), but the  
process requires customization and thoughtfulness. There is no “canned” approach that can  
be entirely recycled and reused, and you will need to be flexible for surprises that require  
additional sessions that are not part of a regular business planning and forecasting cycle.  
In either structure, we recommend the following steps to lead to a successful offsite, sound 
budget, and aligned execution throughout the year.
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*  Consider breaking this out into different rows, if multiple people are owning the different types of  
market research analysis (TAM, competitive landscape, M&A, etc.)
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Executive strategic planning - how does it work?

Create the strategy foundation

•   Who: this step involves the core strategy team (including the CEO).

•   Force hard conversations early in the year, including on the initial/hypothesis 
BHAG and potential big bets.

•   Begin conducting market and competitive research. Informing conversations 
successfully for Steps 2 and 3 (preliminary strategic sessions and ELT offsite) will 
be contingent on the data gathered and analyzed early in the process.

•   Establish the who, what when, and how of strategic planning.

•   Make sure this is done early in the year!

•   Determine how you want to integrate third parties (your board of directors, 
customers, research/survey firms) into process.

•   Determine the process: When will you conduct the offsite? What needs to be 
accomplished ahead of time to set you up for success (homework, meetings, 
etc.)? When? What is the purpose of each time being set aside?

•   Block out time for important events such as preliminary sessions, the offsite, and 
perhaps even reminders for milestones.

1
STEP 1

One of the learnings for me was the benefit of 
involving mid-managers pre-offsite and making 
time for deeper exploration across the business 
before formulating priorities/inputs and embarking 
on initiatives. Engaging people to make sure you are collecting 
the right inputs, perspective, and data is key. Invest the time 
ahead of the strategic offsite to interrogate and challenge the 
data so that insights and learnings can be surfaced, then inform 
the areas of strategic focus and exploration.” 
– MAIREAD MAHER, VP OF MARKETING, POPPULO

“
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Executive strategic planning - how does it work?

Check in at preliminary strategic session(s) 

•   Who: this step involves the core strategy team (including the CEO).

•   Who: can involve just the ELT, or managers and above. The Head of Product 
will be critical to conversations and planning surrounding the product roadmap. 
At OrderMyGear, preliminary sessions involve managers+ to get buy-in, review 
market research, and discuss the team’s SWOT analysis.

•   The primary goal of these preliminary sessions is to gather and clarify potential 
big bets/BHAG. This step creates a list of potential big bets to be validated via data 
gathering needed to enable the ELT to make data-based decisions on priorities.

•   A secondary goal is to empower and provide context for managers so they can 
operate better and share that back with their teams. Their buy-in and feedback is 
seen as integral to the planning process.

•   Prevent surprises: While you don’t need perfect alignment coming into the final 
offsite, it helps to discuss and prepare transparently ahead of time to ensure 
everyone has appropriate context when debating ideas, initiatives, and priorities.  
It also facilitates a democratic process with your managers, ensuring their 
feedback gets trickled up.

•   Discussion (as part of the point above) and potential big bets to consider are 
informed by doing thorough research and homework. Preparation prevents  
on-the-fly thinking and proposals that aren’t tested or data-driven. Homework 
helps ensure ownership, buy-in, and readiness to have strategic (and sometimes 
hard) conversations.

•   Homework should be associated with the different topics to ultimately be tackled 
at the offsite. Topics typically discussed that lead to success include: state of the 
business (finance, KPIs, etc.); go-to-market learnings and recommended changes; 
and product roadmap. In addition, participants (management+) should validate 
big bets to be discussed, which may introduce new ideas not thought of by the core 
strategy team in the previous quarter or reinforce buy-in for big bets already being 
researched and vetted.

STEP 2

2
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Executive strategic planning - how does it work?

Conduct the ELT strategic offsite

•   Establish the overarching strategy: Can everyone agree on the BHAG? What 
mission, vision, and values are everyone driving toward?

•   Based on the big bets identified and researched in the preliminary sessions, 
socialize analysis that informs big bet prioritization. 

•   Based on the BHAG and big bets agreed upon, flesh out initiatives that support 
the strategy.

•   Evaluate and organize the list of initiatives by feasibility and value. Select and refine 
4-5 strategic initiatives that the company will focus on for the 18-36 months.

•   The strategy and its associated initiatives help inform the needed resources and 
investment needed to successfully execute.

•   Prepare to report to the board for input and alignment.

•   Following the offsite, apply a specific execution plan to clarify owners and 
ensure accountability. For more on how to evaluate and execute initiatives, refer 
to our other Growth Hack, “Strategic Initiatives: Exploration & Scaling” and the 
accompanying execution template.

3
STEP 3

When you are ‘opportunity rich,’ it seems great –  
until you get pulled into many directions. Focus  
is the key to growth. Preliminary sessions  
allowed a general direction to be proffered, 
then challenged, then agreed upon in advance so that  
our offsite was more productive and focused.” 
– ANDREW O’SHAUGHNESSY, CEO & FOUNDER, POPPULO

“

https://sgep.com/strategic-initiatives-exploration-scaling/
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Executive strategic planning - how does it work?

Operationalize and communicate

•   As a reminder, this document does not dive into Steps 4-5 (board and budget 
review), but step 6 is critical to the strategy becoming a reality

•   Ensure you have in place the foundational elements to executing your initiatives: 
after setting your KPIs (part of step 5), operationalize your concrete steps

•   Communicate the BHAG and initiatives to managers, then the entire organization

•   Conduct a Sales Kick-Off (SKO) and all-hands

6
STEP 6

The first key meeting of strategic planning each 
year involves a wider group – managers and 
above – where we share on topics like market 
research, current state of the business, and 
long-range objectives. We want to involve a broader 
group at first to get input on our strategic direction, 
which will feed later ELT strategy meetings. The other 
purpose of this meeting is to empower participants with 
solid context and materials that they can take back to 
their teams.” 
– JAMES SKIDMORE, VP STRATEGY, ORDERMYGEAR

“
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Successful vs. unsuccessful planning processes: 
what makes the difference? 

As mentioned, companies that pursue rolling out strategic planning tend to be more unsuccessful 
than successful. How do you know if it’s not working?

•   Shifting, unclear priorities based on latest customer “fire-drill”

•   Laundry list of priorities with underinvestment across each

•   Underperformance in core business via distracting adjacent bets

•   Frustrated and/or confused employees

•   A set of initiatives without execution

 
Some best practices to help treat these challenges:

Finalize the BHAG: Define the “so what” and direction or the strategy.

•   The BHAG is a singular, quantifiable stretch goal that informs the direction and outcomes of 
the strategy.

•   This statement should be created by the CEO, then agreed upon by the ELT. We 
recommend setting an initial BHAG early in the process, then finalizing and communicating 
it by Step 3 (ELT offsite).

•   Some examples may include: “Achieve $[amount] ARR by [year]” for a SaaS company, or 
“Grow transaction volume by [amount] and execute [amount] transactions in [time frame]” 
for a marketplace company.

Designate a clear owner: While everyone on the exec team should be involved (on strategy and 
execution), have a single owner (e.g. CFO, CPO, COO, etc.) who drives the planning.

•    This person establishes clear ownership of schedule and materials, integrates data from 
various sources and acts as a point of contact on questions and communications.

•   The owner should be analytically minded and accountable for the strategy. This person can 
help through implementation, ensuring the ELT checks in on a regular cadence and reports 
on their initiatives as needed. 

•   Note that while this individual owns process management, s/he is not the (sole) decision maker.
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Successful vs. unsuccessful planning processes: 
what makes the difference? 

Team buy-in: Without buy-in across the executive leadership team, success will be inhibited.

•   An appropriate strategic goal and the catalyst for your strategic planning will typically require 
cross-functional effort and interdependencies.

•   The CEO should conduct a kick-off meeting to lay out the mandate, leadership, and scope 
of initiatives to bring the company on board.

•  Bring the ELT and management on the journey and make them feel empowered.

•   Establish a culture of “disagree but commit” – you do not need to personally support every 
decision, but you need to be 100% committed once the ELT makes a decision to ensure 
successful execution.

People and bandwidth: Ensure you have the resources to successfully define and execute  
the strategy. At a minimum, you will likely need the dedicated strategy owner to dedicate 
10%+ of his/her time (which will ebb/flow throughout the year), and 1-2 days per month of the 
ELT (particularly heavy during the middle to latter half of the year).

Evaluation of additional expertise: Do you need external expertise to answer questions that 
pre-empted strategic planning?

•  What is necessary for sound decision-making and strategy formation?

•   In cases where a third party is needed, this typically relates to quantifying total addressable 
market, customer/market survey work, enterprise selling experience, etc.
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Successful vs. unsuccessful planning processes: 
what makes the difference? 

Review all data like an outside consultant: Conduct primary market/competitive research and 
analyze internal data.

•   Start with questions to mitigate from trying to boil the ocean. Questions lead to hypotheses, 
which lead to direction.

•   Use your series of hypotheses to inform what data to gather. Seek to prove/disprove your 
hypotheses and not just analyze for the sake of analysis. 

•    Some of the analysis and questions should be core/foundational to the business. For 
example, you should be able to easily answer questions relevant to the current state of the 
business: How many of my customers come from land/new vs. install-base vs. expansion? 
How much revenue do my different customer segments (e.g. by ACV, employee band size, 
etc.) contribute? What is logo, gross, and net retention – by customer segment?

•   Conduct core analysis and create materials (to be shared with the team) that are useful, not 
simply “interesting” and not going to sit around post-planning. These should be informative 
to and usable by various functions (e.g. sales, customer success, etc.). Share these materials 
before the offsite to allow everyone to attend with a solid, fact-based foundation.

•   Some of the analysis and questions should be focused on growth. For example, show different 
avenues you can take for growth. Analyze business levers such as new vs. existing customers, 
direct vs. channel, revenue by Average Customer Value (ACV)/other segments, etc.

•   Validate the strategic bets and considerations you are preparing to discuss.  For example, what 
is the current total addressable market (TAM) for a potential adjacency? Competitive dynamic?  
Historic success by the company in penetrating? Drive to insight to inform the strategy 
discussion. Seek to understand what it will take to accomplish the goal(s) you set. For example, 
calculate the org/staffing and budget needed to support the strategy you are considering.

Must-haves include: Internal inputs such as analyzing 
the various aspects of the business to understand 
performance and growth opportunities. Segmenting 
the data to understand opportunities versus diminishing 
returns. Competitive market forces to see shifts in our 
business, market trends, and buyer shifts. The SWOT framework 
proved helpful to distill the data and offer a helpful lens to think 

about and organize our areas of focus.” 
– MAIREAD MAHER, VP OF MARKETING, POPPULO

“
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Double-clicking on "review data like an  
outside consultant" 

As mentioned, analysis and materials produced should be useful and actionable. Some examples 
of such output include:

Strategic planning forced us to seriously think about 
the way we approach operations: actually defining 
initiatives, then putting it in a plan for execution.” 
– ANDREW O’SHAUGHNESSY, CEO & FOUNDER, POPPULO

“

KEY QUESTION ANALYSIS EXAMPLE QUESTIONS DATA & OUTCOME

What is the  
right BHAG?  
What are the  
big bets?

Marketing 
sizing

•   What is TAM? What is serviceable?
•   How much of the market do we own?
•   What is the size of opportunities we are 

betting on?
•   Are our bets targeted against the  

largest opportunities?

•   Calculate Total Addressable Market 
(TAM) to help inform marketing, 
sales, and other resource allocation 
as it pertains to the budget.

Strategy 
owner

•   What is the current competitive  
dynamics, market share?

•   Who is winning share? Losing? Why?
•   Given the landscape, how feasible is 

our BHAG?
•   What makes us different from  

competitors? Does this inform big bets 
we should pursue?

•   Competitor analysis (organized by 
quadrants, differentiators, etc.)

•   Competitor market share (if possible, 
with longitudinal time view)

•   Win/loss analysis by competitor  
for sales

Industry 
trends

•   What industry trends should we  
capitalize on?

•   What trends potentially affect us  
adversely – and how should we  
mitigate?

•   Given the trends, how feasible are  
our goals?

•   Expert interviews on key trends  
(e.g. demographic, regulatory, and  
potential impact on your business)

What is the  
potential  
revenue/profit 
impact?

Financial  
plan

•   What is our 18- to 36-month plan for 
the core business?

•   What is our base vs growth plan? What 
is the difference along our key metrics? 
(revenue, profitability, and more)

•   The core plan should not include 
new initiatives, so you can appro-
priately compare the foundational 
baseline and growth plans during 
strategic planning. 

•   Outline key financial metrics (e.g. 
ARR, P&L, Rule of 40, cost/impact of  
potential initiatives, etc.)
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Double-clicking on "review data like an  
outside consultant" 

Some examples of such output include (continued):

KEY QUESTION ANALYSIS EXAMPLE QUESTIONS DATA & OUTCOME

What would we 
need to execute?

Customer 
interviews or 
survey(s)

•   What our are key value drivers?
•   What is the general frequency of our 

customers’ purchasing decision(s)?
•   What other key information should  

we gather?

•   Interview notes from a subset of  
customers (in various segments)

•   More holistic survey of your customer 
base (ideally to validate key hypotheses 
or potential bets)

Customer  
segmentation 
and data  
analysis

•   How are our customers segmented? 
Which segment is our target  
(i.e. should invest more resources 
into)? Does this align with our  
initiatives/big bets?

•   How do they relate to our  
competitors?

•   Analyze key customer metrics and 
identify patterns. Some of these should 
include retention, segments, new vs. 
expansion, cohorts, etc.

Product 
roadmap

•   What are products’ big milestones 
over the next 18 months?

•   How much capacity is left for  
new initiatives?

•   Head of product should create a 
baseline 18-month product roadmap 
excluding new bets

Ancillary analysis 
(potentially  
useful, optional)

SWOT  
analysis

•   What are our strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats?

•   Are we sufficiently capitalizing on  
or mitigating as appropriate through 
our initiatives?

•   This framework helps uncover key 
levers (such as risks) to achieving the 
BHAG and vision.

M&A  
environment

•   What merger and acquisition  
opportunities should we further  
diligence?

•   Should we seriously consider  
M&A as an avenue of growth  
given our BHAG? Why?

•   [If applicable] Understand the build vs. 
buy decision for key feature sets or 
new products

•   Build a market map of adjacent  
companies

•   Prioritize companies on the market 
map to have initial discussions and 
gauge interest for a partnership (or 
acquisition) 
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How does this process change with scale/size?

<$10M REVENUE $10-20M REVENUE $20M+ REVENUE

•  Less structured

•   Planning is often confined to the 
company’s top 2-3 leaders

•   Typically 90%+ focused on core 
market

•  “Strategic planning light”

•   More alignment needed between 
ELT and company to pursue op-
portunities beyond the core

•  More formalized process

•   Dedicated ownership (e.g.  
assigned chief strategy owner)

•   Regular cadence of milestones 
throughout the year on cyclical 
basis

•  Essential part of company’s DNA

How does Susquehanna typically help?

•   Shepherd implementation of initial strategic planning and offsite planning process and  
prep to drive additional ideas/thinking, conduct analysis, and establish ELT-wide ownership

•   Ensure we are aligned/crisp on key hypotheses

•   Introductions to preferred/trusted providers who can help with key missing data  
(e.g. customer survey, TAM analysis)

•   Facilitate calls with portfolio CEOs and other connections that have gone through the 
journey before

•   Help formulate the execution plan (based on the approach above)

•   Properly vet baseline data, growth plan, key metrics, and financial planning

•   Add resources, including leveraging CEOs who have been through this before
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Applying this process to your own company’s 
strategic planning cycle

STEP ACTIONS WHEN OWNER 

Create strategy  
foundation

Determine the process (e.g. milestones)

Strategy ownerConduct market research*

Begin researching potential big bets

Establish BHAG hypothesis CEO

Conduct  
preliminary  
strategic  
session(s)

Discover and vetting of big bets

Continued market research

Management-wide deep-dive and session

Product roadmap considerations

Hold ELT  
strategic  
offsite

CEO shares final BHAG (statement of choice)
Strategy ownerEstablish overarching agenda and  

offsite objectives

Socialize data to inform big bet funneling and 
strategic initiatives CFO, strategy 

ownerCreate 3-5 year plan and initiatives to  
support BHAG

Review  
with  
Board

Begin budget and board prep

CFOResource planning (e.g. org, budget)

Prep company communication

Finalize  
budget  
and KPIs

Finalize and present budget; gain board 
approval CEO, CFO,  

Board
Set KPIs and distribute to initiative leaders

Operationalize  
and  
communicate

Communicate BHAG and initiatives to other 
managers

CEO

Conduct Sales Kick-Off (SKO)
CEO,  
Revenue 
Leader

Conduct all-hands with entire organization CEO

Begin to execute prioritized initiatives
Initiative  
leaders

Set up quarterly meetings to track initiative 
progress versus milestone, increase/maintain/ 
stop investment

Strategy owner

1

2

3

4

5

6

*  Consider breaking this out into different rows, if multiple people are owning the different types of market research analysis (TAM, competitive landscape, M&A, etc.)



Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy

Channel strategy

International expansion

People

Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories)

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Partner introductions

Process
S&M process design & implementation

S&M pipeline management and forecasting

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking

Process AM & CS process design & implementation

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g. lead scoring, pitch decks, health scoring)

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design 

People Strategic introductions 

Process
Diligence process assistance 

Transaction process assistance 

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design *

People

Executive hiring, development, retention

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Culture & Benefits

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), dashboarding & benchmarking 

Financial and board reporting process design

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech
Strategy

Product strategy and roadmap development

Pricing & packaging strategy

People Product & dev hiring

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

OUR EXPERIENCE ACROSS 50+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES INFORMS A BROAD  
CATALOG OF BEST PRACTICES TO HELP YOU ACCELERATE GROWTH.

March 2020©2020 Susquehanna Growth Equity, LLC

 * Focus of this growth hack


